
 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN CRIMINAL REVISION 
District:-Dhubri, Sub division-Bilasipara. 

  IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE BILASIPARA. 

Present:-Smti S. Bhuyan. 

   Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara.  

   (Criminal Revision Case No. 05/17) 

Revision against the order dated 28-12-16 passed by Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara  u/s 133 Cr.P.C 

 

 Naresh Ch. Das 

S/O- Lt. Narendra Ch Das 

R/O- W/N-05, Bilasipara Town 

P.S- Bilasipara. 

Dist- Dhubri, Assam.      ……. Petitioner 
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1. The State of Assam, represented by Addl. P.P, 

2. Smti Priyalata Kalita  
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For the opp party no-2:- Mr. S. Saha, advocate. 
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JUDGMENT 

1. This petition has been filed by Naresh Ch Das S/O Late Narendra Ch Das 

R/o W/N-05, Bilasipara town under Bilasipara P.S District- Dhubri u/s 397/399 of 

Cr.P.C for revision, assailing impugned Order dated 28-12-16 passed by Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara u/s 133 Cr.P.C making the order issued vide no. BMG5/2009/309 dated 

28-12-16 absolute and directing revisionist petitioner to remove the ice factory 

from the location of Bilasipara town, W/N-05 within ten days and in case of 

disobedience revisionist petitioner will be liable to be punished u/s 188 of the 

IPC. 

2. According to the petitioner Ld. SDM (Executive/Civil) Bilasipara, has erred 

in law and facts in passing the order u/s 133 of the Cr.P.C violating the 

mandatory provisions of taking evidence, providing opportunity to both the 

parties; Ld. court below whimsically violated the mandatory controlling provision 

of section 138  Cr.P.C over initiation  and passing order u/s 133 Cr.P.C where in  

it is specifically stated that if the person against whom the order u/s 133 Cr.P.C is 

made , appears and show cause against the order; the Ld. magistrate shall take 

evidence in the matter as in a summons case; The ice factory is running on 

incurring loan with interest like other many ice factories, after getting license to 

run the ice factory, there was no urgency, no public nuisance or any sound 

pollution was there which attract injuries to health to public;  Ld. court below 

before passing the order did not obtain any police report, not examined any 

public; no urgency showed, showed no public nuisance or any sound pollution 

there which attract injuries to health of the public; while passing the order u/s 

133 Cr.P.C infringed the fundamental right of the petitioner for trade and 

occupation and order was beyond its jurisdiction and it is a final order to stop the 

trade and occupation of the petitioner by the impugned order. The petitioner 

being highly aggrieved and dissatisfied with the impugned order vide no. 

BMG5/2009/309 dated 28-12-16  passed by the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara  u/s 133 

Cr.P.C, move this court by filing this Revision Petition U/s 397/399 of the Cr.P.C. 

challenging impugned order vide no. BMG5/2009/309 dated 28-12-16 passed by 

the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara u/s 133 Cr.P.C.  

3. In course of hearing, the record of trial court pertaining to case no. 

BMG.5/2009/309 (State of Assam vs Naresh Ch. Das) u/s 133 Cr.P.C is called for. 
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I have gone through the record of the trial court along with present Revision 

Petition and impugned Order dated 28-12-2016 passed by then Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara and record of trial court.  

4. The fact leading to the filing of this Revision Petition is enumerated below 

:– 

5. The Opp. Party as 1st party petitioner filed the petition U/s 133 Cr.P.C 

before the court of SDM, Bilasipara. 

6. On receipt of the petition Ld. SDM Bilasipara call for a report from circle 

officer Bilasipara and on receipt of the report from the circle officer, Ld. SDM 

Bilasipara passed conditional order in favour of the petitioner (now opp party of 

this revision petition) for removal of the ice factory by the revisionist petitioner 

and issued show cause notices to the opposite party, the present revisionist 

petitioner for his appearance as to why conditional order of removal of ice factory 

of revisionist petitioner shall not be made absolute and accordingly revisionist 

petitioner made his appearance and submitted his show cause reply on the  

conditional order passed u/s 133 Cr.P.C by the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara.  

7. The fact of the Opp Parties case is that- petitioners are resident of W/N-

05 Bilasipara premises and are Indian citizen. In the said Ward No-05 revisionist 

petitioner Naresh Ch. Das opened one ice factory. On the east side of the said ice 

factory there is  small path  and hawker of the said ice factory passed through 

the said path resulting difficult in passing of the ladies of the localities by using 

said path as because owner of the ice factory instigated hawker to use bad 

words and family member of the owner of the ice factory and hawker rebuked 

the ladies using slang language and person reside on the east side of the ice 

factory had undergone brain operation and could not sleep and outlet water of 

the ice factory makes the road un usable and due to the noise created by ice 

factory family members of the Priyalata Kalita could not sleep and due to sound 

pollution her weak houses is getting more damages and Ice factory’s water sub 

merged her house. Therefore, Priyalata Kalita with her family members has to 

pass sleepless night at their house. 

8. Revisionist Petitioner Naresh Ch. Das made his appearance and submitted 

his show cause reply on the  conditional order passed u/s 133 Cr.P.C by the Ld. 

SDM, Bilasipara wherein he stated he had running ice factory on his own land for 

6 years  and he got license which is counter signed by SDM, Bilasipara issued by 
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the town committee and running the ice factory by taking loan from UBI Hakama 

under DICC loan scheme; took electricity connection from APDCL, Bilasipara; 

submitted income tax in connection with his business of ice factory and as he 

was unknown of the pollution certificate to be obtained he did not take the same 

and after coming to know about same he have paid the fees for getting the 

same. He submitted one Vivah Bhawan is running by the town committee in the 

said locality and there is a bus stand buses plying from morning to till late night. 

He enclosed documents. 

9.  I have heard learned counsel for both sides. The point for determination 

in this Revision Petition is: - 

i) Whether Ld. Trial court erred in law in passing the impugned order by not 

passing the same in compliance of the provision of law?  

10. Learned counsel for the petitioner, Mr G. Ahmed contented that to attract 

section 133 Cr.P.C, the nuisance must be public nuisance not private nuisance 

and private nuisance cannot be converted into public nuisance under section 133 

Cr.P.C and report of circle officer only shown private nuisance. He submitted 

nuisance is define in section 268 of IPC. He submitted that revisionist petitioner 

running his ice factory from his private land having all license and running ice 

factory paying land revenue to the government and taxes to town committee and 

ice factory is not running from public place. Therefore, creation of public 

nuisance by the petitioner is not attracted as incorporated in the ingredients of 

section 133 Cr.P.C and section 133 Cr.P.C does not at all comes to play. Learned 

counsel further submitted Ld. SDM, Bilasipara without complying provision of 

section 138 Cr.P.C when petitioner shown his show cause reply, passed the order 

without complying statutory provisions. Therefore, entire order is illegal, violation 

of statute and violation of the fundamental right of the citizen to run trade 

commerce and business. He pointed that the order passed by the Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara is based on the report of the circle officer which shown only private 

dispute of falling of rain drops; dispute arises out of private wall and this cannot 

attract ingredient of section 133 Cr.P.C. He submitted that near the ice factory 

there is Vivah Bhawan maintained by Bilasipara Town Committee since last 10 

years; there is one purana dhan hati ; buses are plying right from 04.00 am to 12 

am midnight ; There is parking place for the buses; generator and other 

machinery are running but OP no. 1 and 2 have no problem with that and only 
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they relate with the ice factory of the petitioner which is running in the private 

land which alone shown that dispute which opposite party shown is only private 

dispute and Ld. SDM  acted beyond his jurisdiction to remove the ice factory 

from the private land and house of revisionist petitioner  without passing any 

prohibitory order for regulating the sound as per section 133 Cr.P.C  and section 

133 Cr.P.C  does not deal with potential nuisance without extend of any real 

nuisance. In support of his submission he submitted two decision passed in Crl. 

Petition no. 108/12 by the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in  Sri Gopal Saha vs Sri 

Uttam Saha and  Kachrulal Bhagirath Agarwal & Ors- vs- State of Maharastra & 

Ors reported in AIR 2004 SC 4818 and (2005) 9 SCC 36.   

11. Refuting the same learned counsel appearing for the opposite party- N0-2 

Mr. S. Saha stated that it is not private dispute as argued by learned revisionist 

petitioner counsel but it’s a public dispute and court has to determine first 

whether the allegation raised by the opposite party is private dispute or public 

dispute. He further submitted that based on the report of circle officer which 

shown that it is public dispute and public nuisance, the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara 

passed the order rightly. He submitted that ice factory was running without 

compilation of due process. There is no pollution certificate and two ice factory 

running from the same land. One is running by the revisionist petitioner and 

other is by his wife on the same holding number and revisionist petitioner paid 

fees for pollution control certificate only after when Opposite party made 

complaint before Ld. SDM. He further submitted that there is no ex-parte order 

and after perusal of the statement i.e show cause reply made by the petitioner 

Ld. SDM, Bilasipara passed order which is reasonable and does not suffers from 

any illegality and order is passed within the jurisdiction. 

12. Ld. Addl. P.P Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya for the state submitted that ice 

factory running on private land without any pollution control certificate and 

disposal water coming out from the factory creates public nuisance and ice 

factory is using the wall of the Opposite party. And no person can create 

nuisance by taking law into his hand showing that he is doing his private 

business and it is not affecting the public. He further submitted that there is only 

bus stoppage in the locality but no bus stand as argued by the learned counsel 

for the petitioner. No rice meal is present and Vivah Bhawan which is running in 

the locality is without any generator and any person taking Vivah Bhawan has to 
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make declaration that they will not create any nuisance and marriage function is 

not held all the time and the water coming out from the ice factory submerged 

the public road which is passing in front of ice factory and opposite parties 

houses and worker and hawker of the said ice factory blocked the public road 

and Ld. SDM  Bilasipara passed the reasonable order after collecting report from 

the circle officer and perusal of the written reply and therefore, revision petition 

is liable to be dismissed. 

13. In reply learned counsel for the petitioner submitted section 133 Cr.P.C 

says only public nuisance and when revisionist petitioner shown show cause reply 

it is mandatory to take evidence in the matter as in a summons case under the 

provision of section 138 Cr.P.C, which is not followed by the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara 

and therefore, the order passed by Ld. SDM Bilasipara is bad in law. 

14. Learned counsel appearing for the opposite party no. 2 Mr. S. Saha 

replied that order itself shown compliance of section 137 Cr.P.C.  

15. To arrive at the just Decision for the aforesaid point for determination, I 

have gone through the impugned Order dated 28-12-2016 passed by Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara in case No- BMG.5/2009/309 ( State of Assam vs Naresh Ch. Das); 

petition filed by the Opp. party U/S 133 Cr.P.C., show cause reply filed by the 

Revisionist Petitioner as 2nd party before the trial court and material present in 

the trial court record and decision relied by the Ld. counsel for revisionist 

petitioner, and also taken into consideration the argument placed before me by 

the Ld. Counsel for the parties. 

16. On 03-05-16 two petitions are submitted by the petitioner( opp party in 

this revision petition) before Ld. SDM, Bilasipara, one petition was filed by 

Kalpana Sarkar and 11 others and another petition was filed by Priyalata Kalita. 

In petition filed by Kalpana Sarkar, Priyalata Kalita was also co petitioner and 

content of both the petition is that the petitioner are resident of W/N-05 

Bilasipara, resident of Indian citizen. In the said W/N-05 revisionist petitioner 

Naresh Ch. Das opened one ice factory and on the east side of the said ice 

factory there is  small path, hawker of the said ice factory passed through the 

said path resulting difficulty in passing the ladies of the localities by using said 

path as because owner of the ice factory instigated hawker and family member 

of the owner of the ice factory and hawker rebuked the ladies using slang 

language and person reside on the east side of the ice factory had undergone 
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brain operation; persons living in the east side of the ice factory could not sleep 

and outlet water of the ice factory makes the road un usable and due to the 

noise created by ice factory family members of the Priyalata Kalita could not 

sleep  and due to sound pollution her weak houses is getting more damages and 

her house sub merged under Ice factory’s water. Therefore, Priyalata Kalita with 

her family members has to pass sleepless night at their house. 

17. Based on this petition Ld. SDM Bilasipara called for report from the circle 

officer Bilasipara Revenue Circle. Circle Officer Bilasipara Revenue Circle 

submitted report that ice factory is running from the last 7/8 years in the 

residential area of Bilasipara.  Proprietor of ice factory could not produce no 

objection certificate of the local administration and the pollution control board. 

Local residents claimed that ice factory running at any time. Revisionist petitioner 

Naresh Das also confirmed that said ice factory is running during night time. 

Continuous running of the machine has caused lot of trouble and disturbances 

for the local residents including the students and the sick persons and also the 

resident of house of Priyalata Kalita which is adjacent to the ice factory and east 

side wall of the Priyalata Kalita is used by ice factory. Ice factory was constructed 

just adjacent to the house of Priyalata Kalita without maintaining the mandatory 

gap in the border portion as a result water from the roof of the factory is seen 

entering the house of Priyalata Kalita. During the verification it was also observed 

that the wall is an old one and there is every possibility that the wall may 

develop cracks and may even fall down due to huge sounds and vibrations. 

There is no proper outlet for discharging of the waste water of the ice factory. It 

was observed that the waste water are being discharged by the side of the wall 

on the eastern side of dwelling house of Priyalata Kalita  as a result water was 

seen percolating and seeping inside the house of Priyalata Kalita  and worsened 

the condition of wall and the house making it more vulnerable to break down at 

any moment. There is narrow land in front of the ice factory connecting DSA club 

and JP road, local resident claim that the worker/ hawkers of the factory use to 

occupy this road for factory purposes and this causes lot of troubles and 

harassment for the pedestrians using that road. As claimed by the local 

residents, this sometimes even lead to arguments and quarrels between the 

factory workers and the public. 
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18. Based on this report Ld. SDM Bilasipara, passed conditional order on 

07/10/16 to stop the activities being carrying out at the aforesaid premises which 

is causing nuisance to general public as well as residents in the area; directing to 

show cause as to why conditional order be not made absolute fixing 20-11-16. 

Thereafter Naresh Ch. Das made his appearance and submitted his show cause 

reply on the conditional order passed u/s 133 Cr.P.C by the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara. 

Thereafter vide order dated 28-12-16 Ld. SDM, Bilasipara made conditional order 

absolute.  

19. I have perused the order dated 28-12-16 passed by the Ld. SDM 

Bilasipara and Ld. SDM Bilasipara passed the order dated 28-12-16 on being 

satisfied by the enquiry report of the circle officer which was submitted by the 

circle officer before passing of the conditional order. That means order dated 28-

12-16 is based on the report of circle officer, Bilasipara and no further enquiry 

made after submission of the show cause reply by the revisionist petitioner. On 

perusal of the order dated 28-12-16 passed by the Ld. SDM Bilasipara it is reveal 

that on appearance of the opposite party of the 133 Cr.P.C proceeding i.e the 

present revisionist petitioner before the Ld. SDM, Bilasipara with his show cause 

reply passed order dated 28-12-16 making conditional order dated 07-10-16 

passed u/s 133 Cr.P.C absolute   without giving any reasoning for not accepting 

the show cause reply submitted by the revisionist petitioner before the Ld. trial 

court. In the show cause reply revisionist petitioner took plea that he is running 

the ice factory in his private land with trade license issued by the Town 

committee which is counter signed by SDM Bilasipara and that he did not create 

any public nuisance nor obstruct any public path and ld. Counsel appearing for 

the revisionist petitioner contented that the nuisance alleged by the opposite 

party of the revision petition is not a public nuisance and it is merely private 

nuisance. Ld. counsel appearing for the opposite party submitted that the court 

has to decide whether nuisance is a public or private. However he submitted that 

Ld. SDM, Bilasipara has rightly passed the order.  

20. Under section 137 Cr.P.C magistrate has to decide whether nuisance is 

public or private.  And when show cause reply is submitted, Ld. SDM and or 

magistrate trying the case and passing the conditional order u/s 133 Cr.P.C 

required to proceed u/s 138 Cr.P.C to find out whether nuisance is one of the 

public or private nuisance and for that magistrate has to enquire the matter 
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whether there exist any public right and that public right is denied. On the 

perusal of the impugned order  dated 28-12-16 it appears that Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara has not decided  and made conclusion with reasoning to the fact 

whether the nuisance is a private or a public nuisance, whether there exist any 

public right and whether revisionist petitioner denied such public right to others 

which they entitled to enjoy under the law. 

21. Section 138 Cr.P.C says if a person against whom conditional order u/s 

133 Cr.P.C is made and he appears and shows his show cause against the order 

the magistrate shall take evidence in the manner as in summons case. Thereafter 

as per clause 2, if the magistrate is satisfied that the order, either as originally 

made or subject to such modification as he considers necessary, is reasonable 

and proper, the order shall be made absolute without modification or, as the 

cause may be, with such modification and as per clause 3 of sec 133 Cr.P.C, if 

Magistrate is not satisfied, closed the proceeding. Section 138 Cr.P.C is quoted 

herewith below 

22. Section 138 Cr.P.C “Procedure where he appears to show cause – (1) if 

the person against whom an order under Section 133 is made appears and 

shows cause against the order, the Magistrate shall take evidence in the matter 

as in a summons-case. 

 (2) If the magistrate is satisfied that the order, either as originally made 

or subject to such modification as he considers necessary, is reasonable and 

proper, the order shall be made absolute without modification or, as the cause 

may be, with such modification. 

 (3) If the Magistrate is not satisfied, no further proceedings shall be taken 

in the case” 

 

23. On perusal of the impugned order dated 28-12-16 passed by Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara, it is revealed that Ld. SDM, Bilasipara has not mentioned that taking 

of the evidence in this case is not necessary and only circle officer enquiry report 

is sufficient to made conditional order absolute. As regard to the fact of health 

hazardless and without deciding the point whether nuisance was a private as 

contented and raised by the revisionist petitioner or it is public nuisance and  

whether there exist public right and denial of that public right by the revisionist 

petitioner, the order dated 28-12-16 was passed. Therefore I have come to my 
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judicious finding that Ld. SDM Bilasipara had not passed the impugned order in 

compliance of the statutory provision of law as enumerated in section 138 Cr.P.C 

which is mandatory u/s 137 Cr.P.C and u/s 138 Cr.P.C and therefore, 

interference from this revision court is required to the order passed by Ld. SDM, 

Bilasipara dated 28-12-16 in case No- BMG.5/2009/309 (State of Assam vs 

Naresh Ch. Das) u/s 133 Cr.P.C.  

24. In view of aforesaid discussion impugned order dated 28-12-16 passed in 

case No- BMG.5/2009/309 (State of Assam vs Naresh Ch. Das) u/s 133 Cr.P.C by 

Ld. SDM, Bilasipara is interfered and same is set aside and matter is remand back 

to the Ld. Trial Court for fresh trial with direction to hear the parties afresh after 

complying the provision of section 138 Cr.P.C and thereafter shall pass order as 

deem fit and proper. 

25. Send down the LCR with a copy of this court judgment to the learned trial 

court immediately. 

26. Judgment delivered under hand and seal of this court on this 29th day of 

August 2017 at Bilasipara. 

        

           (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

             Addl. Session Judge Bilasipara 

Dictated & corrected by me.        

             

           (S. Bhuyan) 

Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara,  

 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer.       

     


